More than a bong on a gong: reflection on the KIP and his role.R.Ill. KtPt Dr Donald Woodgate GHP Awd, GCPO, PAGHPGongs have been around for a very long time, going back to the Bronze Age around 3500 BC. They originated in the East in Burma, China, Java and Vietnam Nam. The word “gong” originated in Java. They came to the West in the 18th Century, though a gong originating in about 800ad was unearthed in Wiltshire. They  now feature in the percussion section of modern symphony orchestras.Gongs are of course primarily musical instruments, but they have many uses.  They can be used to summon to events, and the dinner gong was probably imported from the Empire. They can be a warning, for instance at rail crossings. They can be used to mark the beginning and end of rounds in a boxing match. We can all remember the opening of J. Arthur Rank films with the supersize gong and Bombardier Billy Wells. Gongs have a long history of religious use, particularly in Eastern religions. In Western Christianity the Bell has been used more frequently, to summon to worship and also during worship to mark certain happenings such as consecration at Mass, to act as invocation and summon to prayer and meditation or contemplation. However in some Catholic churches an “altar gong” is used instead of a bell. Not “bells and smells”, but “gongs and pongs” perhaps.The  Masonic use is, as far as I am aware, unique to KTP. And therefore warrants serious consideration. The gong is struck by the KIP during each pillar stage of the candidate’s journey. This journey, quite apart from a proving ground for his Masonic progress, is a literal representation of the lifelong Christian journey, it’s obligations and it’s rewards, ending with admission to eternal life. Only at the fifth stage has sufficient progress been made to allow removal of the”filthy garment” and assumption of the white robe.It is at each Pillar that one of the seven seals is opened and that opening is heralded by the gong being sounded by the KIP. Each seal having been opened allows a door to be opened through which the candidate may pass on his Christian journey. They are the doors of: Faith, Hope, Mercy, Utterance, Salvation, Perseverance andLife.However, and importantly, it is the openers of the seals that are key. For the first six they are: The Lion of Judah, Lamb of God, Prince of Peace, King of Righteousness, Great Jehovah, and Gracious Emmanuel. The Seventh is opened by Melchizedek. The first six are all alternative scriptural names for Christ. The seventh is the first Priest-King of Salem, meaning Peace ( Jerusalem was built later). The name means “King of Righteousness”.  His significance is too complex for this short paper and will do for another day. But For those wanting to explore further I recommend going to the  14th Chapter of The book of Genesis, Psalm 110 and the 7th Chapter of the Epistle to the Hebrews. The overall point, for our purposes, being that the gong sound is an invocation of aid from the Spirit of the Christ on the journey, and indeed that aid is forthcoming as a study of the ritual will disclose. The lesson being that the successful Christian journey can only be undertaken with the aid of Christ himself.Such prayerful invocations can only taken respectfully, thoughtfully and seriously. I would like to suggest therefore that the KIP’s role is key. The gong should be struck with a muffled striker, with modest force at the “sweet spot” ,  not damped by hand or hammer and the sound allowed to die away before the Pillar holder concerned proceeds.Shall we now have a little practice by rehearsing this most solemn and important feature of our ceremonial.
